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§ Well-characterized spectral performance is critical to the reliable on-orbit operation of 
Earth-monitoring instruments

§ E.g., the NASA LaRC CERES project relies on RSR-dependent calibration adjustments and 
atmospheric transmissivity calculations for consistent flux measurements

§ Complete pre-launch evaluation of sensor geometric performance is a necessary 
requirement in remote sensing

§ Laboratory results are valuable, but cannot account for all observation conditions



§ Out of band (OOB) contribution to the total scene radiance depends on the spectral shape 
of the at-sensor radiance

§ Difficult to tie the pre-launch spectral performance metrics to OOB behavior for specific 
Earth-viewed scenes

§ Intention of new tool feature is to help quantify the OOB contribution to the total signal 
for common Earth scene types

§ Useful for scene-dependent inter-calibration efforts, for environmental retrievals, and 
error considerations in cloud/aerosol property computations



Schematic of VIIRS spectral performance specification metrics

* Recreated from the works of Moeller et al. and Schwarting et al.

Lower and upper 1% extended bandpass limits (µm) as provide by Moeller et al.



§ NASA Langley SBAF Tool
§ satcorps.larc.nasa.gov/SBAF
§ cloudsway2.larc.nasa.gov/SBAF (backup)
§ Or follow NASA/Langley/Calibration link on 

GSICS page

§ SRF bandpass filter controls found under 
advanced options, lower right side

§ Specify λlowerOOB and λupperOOB for 
selected reference or target SRF

§ Result will demonstrate effect of 
truncating the SRF as the given limits in 
terms of a spectral difference correction

§ Option available to ignore response below 
a certain level

https://satcorps.larc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/site/showdoc?mnemonic=SAT_CALIB_USER


Zoomed view of tool OOB options
(default) 

Resultant spectral correction owed to OOB contributions
(no adjustment with no OOB specified)



Zoomed view of tool OOB options
(S-NPP-VIIRS GT Band M1 measured limits) 

Resultant spectral correction owed to OOB contributions
(1.4% spectral band adjustment)



OOB contributions (%) for common earth targets (S-NPP VIIRS NG)



S-NPP VIIRS NG band M1 RSR with SCIAMACHY Earth-reflected radiance 

Vertical dotted lines indicate the measured lower and upper 1% 
response limits (2.1% spectral band adjustment)



(2.6% spectral band adjustment)

S-NPP VIIRS NG band M5 RSR with Clear-sky Tropical Ocean and Forest



(6.7% spectral band adjustment)

NOAA-20 and JPSS-2 VIIRS band M9 RSR with Libya-4

Black and red dotted lines show measured lower and upper 1% response 
limits for NOAA-20 and JPSS-2, respectively



§ Examination of OOB contribution can be valuable, especially for VIIRS I1 and M5 
bands

§ OOB influence may impact certain environmental retrieval applications, e.g., NDVI 
determinations, atmospheric transmissivity estimates

§ In practice, the contributions may be small relative to overall uncertainty
§ Nevertheless, important to quantify
§ Quality Assurance

§ Tool could find use in characterizing scene-dependent OOB contribution pre-
launch (e.g., JPSS-2)


